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ABSTRACT
An experimental study of syllabification behaviours of speakers of syllable-timed and stressed-timed languages proves our hypothesis that differences in a language’s rhythmical organisation comprise a significant source of foreign accents in L2 speech. The experimental material consisted of Russian words with various types of rhythmical structures and consonantal clusters as syllabified by Chinese learners of Russian. The syllabification patterns of Chinese learners were compared with the syllabification patterns of the same word list produced by native Russian speakers. The principal differences in syllabification behaviour occur in V and CV syllable types. The prevalence of CV-syllables was higher in the Chinese syllabification inventory than in Russian speakers’ data, and vice versa for V-type syllables. Other differences in Chinese learners’ syllabification results included variations in phoneme additions and deletions, as well as modifications of a Russian word’s rhythmical structure. We consider the latter difference proof that the concept of ‘phonetic word’ (rhythmical structure) lacks in the Russian speech of Chinese learners.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today it is more or less assumed that learners’ progress in foreign language acquisition is influenced by their native language as well as by the language being acquired. Publications on the cross-impact of L1 (the learner’s native language) and L2 (the language to be learned) have, of late, become more numerous and more diversified in terms of the various combinations of L1 and L2 languages and types of linguistic units under investigation. Research focused on phonetics are particularly abundant (for a detailed review of the principal theoretical models for L1 transfer/interference on the L2 phonetic segmental level see Cheng, Zhang [6]). The practical results of L1–L2 reciprocal influence studies have proven valuable for many reasons, not least of all in language didactics, where interference between the respective languages’ phonological and phonetic organisation have long been considered a principal source of foreign and dialectal accents. In applied linguistics, speech recognition in particular, there also is general agreement that accents cause multiple problems in inter-cultural communication. While consensus exists that the peculiarities of L1 play a major role in learners’ inability to produce native-quality speech in L2, the contribution of different linguistic sub-systems to this phenomenon still remains unclear. Initially, investigation of speech errors and pronunciation flaws focused on the fine-grained segmental level of speech. At this level the main cause of speaking difficulties in L2 was attributed to the absence (or difference in phonetic/phonological realisation) of L2 phonemes in the learner’s L1 inventory. More recently researchers have shifted their focus to linguistic domains above the segmental level, a considerable part of modern phonetic/phonological research in the field having moved to the syllabic level (for an overview see Yang, Fox [24]). Significant experimental evidence now supports the hypothesis that a major cause of foreign accents in L2 speech derives from peculiarities in the internal organisation of syllables in various languages, consonantal clusters above all [6, 1, 20, and 5]. Multiple studies have shown that a speaker’s errors pronouncing inter-vocalic consonants and consonantal clusters supply valuable information about the types and source of foreign accents in L2 speech [15, 9, and 3]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated [21] that syllabic constituents in L1 influenced adult learners’ accuracy producing L2 consonantal clusters even in the speech of high intermediate learners. Thus, the production of consonantal clusters in L2 by speakers of languages with similar or different rhythmic organisation has come to be considered of particular interest for the study of language interference. While the syllabic organisation of different languages has been of theoretical and practical interest for a long time, the linguistic concept of the syllable is still far from consistent. Long-term research in articulatory phonology, as well as multiple inter-disciplinary studies by psycholinguists, physiologists, phoneticians and
neuroscientists have provided abundant, albeit not unequivocal or indisputable, evidence supporting the syllable as a universal language unit for organizing temporal patterns of speech production and perception. L. Chistovich and V. Kozhevnikov laid the foundation for this view in their seminal work [17], where they elaborated the general concept of the articulatory syllable. Later, in a series of experimental investigations into the role of the syllable in speech planning and execution, Y. Xu demonstrated that the syllable is “a temporal coordination mechanism whose main function is to synchronize multiple articulatory movements so as to make speaking possible” [23]. The syllable thus is assumed to influence the organisation of other supra-segmental tiers of language. However, while the syllable as the universal articulatory unit embodying basic segmental and supra-segmental components of speech production has been investigated in numerous publications, the interrelation between the syllable and other higher supra-segmental linguistic levels such as the phonetic word is considerably less studied. We hypothesize that better understanding of the syllabification behaviour of speakers of various languages could facilitate greater knowledge of segmental and supra-segmental coordination and thus inform an effective methodology to overcome one of the major factors of L1–L2 interference. Syllabification discrepancies as a source of accents in L2 have been investigated principally using speech data obtained from English as a Second Language learners. A major share of the research in this field concerns the English language as L2 in the pronunciation practice of native speakers of German [18], French [8], and Spanish [20]; valuable data have also been presented in the literature for Japanese [13], Korean [11], and Mandarin Chinese ESL learners [19]. Considerably less experimental data are available in the literature on contrastive investigation of L1 influence on L2 in the field of syllabic organisation and syllabification models for other languages. A literature search revealed that while research on segment errors in Russian as a Second Language (RSL) is abundant (e.g., [7, 16, 22, and 10]), there is an absence of studies on the transformation of Russian rhythmical and syllabic patterns in speech produced by foreign learners. Recently, new original research has begun to appear in RSL on L1 segmental interference in the context of syllabic or phonetic word structure [2, 14, and 4].

While the concept of the “syllable” is basic in both Chinese and Russian educational practice, and the two languages are generally considered to be in opposition in terms of their rhythmic organisation (as representative of syllable-timed vs stress-timed groups of languages, respectively), we surmised that investigation of the syllabification behaviour of speakers of the two languages would provide valuable information for understanding core sources of L1–L2 interference. The present study therefore undertook experimental investigation of the interplay of syllabic and word phonotactic regulations of L1 in the L2 speech of Chinese and Russian language learners in order to discern core factors responsible for multiple pronunciation errors documented in the literature on RSL didactics.

In our experiment we tested three hypotheses: 1) the syllabification behaviours of Chinese and Russian subjects for the same word set would differ, depending on syllabic organisation in L1; 2) Chinese syllabic consonantal constraints would influence the Chinese learners’ production of consonantal clusters in their Russian speech; 3) rhythmical organisation of the Chinese language as a syllable-timed language contravenes the rhythmic patterns of the Russian language (a stressed-timed language), noticeably affecting speech accentedness.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

Principal investigative procedures for the current study involved surveying the syllabification behaviour of Chinese learners with Russian words with and without consonantal clusters of varying complexity and structure. Chinese syllabification results were compared with the syllabification practices of Russian native speakers for the same word set. It bears mentioning that while syllabification behaviour has been commonly acknowledged as a valuable representation of rhythmical language organisation, how speakers of different languages actually divide words into syllables is still unclear. As demonstrated in multiple experiments, novice speakers of various languages coincide in counting numbers of syllables in target words, but differ when required to place syllabic boundaries within a lexical item [8]. We note that while the objective reality of the syllable as an executive language unit is permanently under discussion, recent brain studies provide evidence of its validity [12].

2.1. Material

A randomized list of 100 Russian words (high-frequency lexical items) with and without consonantal clusters was assigned as an oral syllabification task. Test stimuli varied in the number of syllables from 2 to 5. The composition of potential consonantal clusters (i.e., Cyrillic characters representing consonants) varied from 2 to 5 letters. The consonantal clusters repertoire was as follows (IPA transcription of the N-gram standard

2.2. Experiment design

The experimental word list was presented to 15 Chinese subjects and 15 Russian subjects for syllabification on a computer screen. All the Chinese subjects had studied Russian as their bachelor-degree major in China and had achieved at least B1 proficiency (intermediate-high according to the Russian national testing system). We used Microsoft PowerPoint to display on separate slides each item from the experimental word list set. Experimental sessions comprised: a setup phase (a short training phase to accustom subjects to pronouncing two- and three-syllable Russian words syllabically) and a data collection phase (approximately 1 hour). Participants were allowed to view each slide as long as they wished. Encouragement to repeat mispronounced syllabic stimuli was provided as many times as they wished.

Segmentation of the data recorded in the silent booth and its annotation were based on trained experts’ auditory and acoustic analysis (spectrogram with intensity and f0 trajectories). Acoustic analysis of all speech data was performed using PRAAT software. Recordings were also annotated in PRAAT, each speech block corresponding to a syllable, that is, delimited by pauses (we defined pauses as either silent periods or by dramatic intensity and pitch changes identified on a spectrogram via visual inspection), further segmented into vowel (V) and consonant (C) segments. All segmentation procedures were carried out manually using a pre-written transcription protocol for recorded speech. We identified the metrical phonotactic structure of each syllable in terms of consonant and vowel constituents.

3. RESULTS

The total number of syllables in the pronunciation of Chinese subjects (errors excluded, repetitions if any included) was 4497 syllables; the total number of syllables in the pronunciation of Russian subjects (errors excluded, repetitions if any included) was 4198 syllables. The syllable type inventory was similar for the Chinese and Russian subjects with one exception: the VCCC syllable type occurs only in the Chinese subjects’ syllabification data. Syllables common to both groups of subjects were: V, VC, VCC, CV, CCV, CCCVC, CCCVC, CCC, CV, CVCC, CVCCC. The frequency of various types of syllables in the Chinese subjects’ dataset is presented in Fig. 1. The frequency of various types of syllables in the Russian subjects’ dataset is presented in Fig. 2.

3. DISCUSSION

ANOVA statistical analysis shows that the frequency of choices for the most used types of syllables differs for Russians and Chinese (F>F₀ for the majority of syllable types). The most prominent difference occurs in syllables CV and V. The medium frequency of CV-type syllables was significantly higher in the Chinese syllabification inventory than in the Russian speakers’ data (AVG=39,13; STD=2,36 for Chinese; AVG=33,92; STD=1,18 for Russian subjects), and vice versa for the V-type syllables (AVG=2,92; STD=1,09 for Chinese; AVG=5,19; STD=1,03 for Russian subjects). More detailed analysis of the segmentation composition of syllabified speech revealed that the prevalence of open (CV) syllables in the Chinese subjects’ syllabification data was realized through abundant vowel insertions into the consonantal clusters. A syllabified word with a consonantal cluster was thus pronounced with an additional syllable, e.g.: [je-sat-va-vat] – CV-CVC-CV-CVC (cf. CVC-CCV-CVC/CV-CCVC-CVC by Russian speakers for иештовать); [de-re-va-nə] – CV-CV-CV-CV (cf. CV-CVC-CV/CV-CV-CCV by Russian speakers for деревья), [pri-sa-ma] – CCV-CVC-CV (cf. CV-CCV/CCV-CVC by Russian speakers for пришма). Shwa/vowel insertion also occurred in the syllabified pronunciation of Russian native speakers, but far less frequently: 12.4% in the Chinese data, 5% in Russian pronunciation. Another valuable finding showed that shwa insertion may occur in the syllabified pronunciation of all of the Chinese subjects, while vowel-like segment insertion in Russian subjects’ data seems to be an individually preferred pronunciation strategy.
Figure 1: Syllable type frequencies (Chinese subjects).

Figure 2: Syllable type frequencies (Russian subjects).

The most important difference between the Chinese and Russian subjects’ syllabification behavior in relation to the insertion of vowel segments is that vowel insertion in Russian syllabified pronunciation never changed a word’s rhythmical structure, while the total number of syllables in a word was identical either with or without shwa insertion, e.g.: [sɐ-ɐ-rɐ-ɐ] and [sɐ-ɐ-rɐ-ɐ] (серебро), [poz-ɐ-ɐ] and [poz-ɐ-ɐ] (поздно). The only exception here was the word цилиндр (cylinder), often syllabified by both Russian and Chinese subjects as a word with three syllables: CV-CVC-CVC (Russian), CV-CVC-CCV/ CV-CVC-CVC (Chinese).

Phonetic analysis of vowel insertions also attests to different functions of inserted vowels in Russian and Chinese syllabification. Russian subjects insert shwas after syllable coda consonants, if the phoneme is voiced, to mark the differential feature ‘voiced’: CV-CVC[ə]-CV [sɐ-god-ɐ-ɐ] (сезония), whereas Chinese subjects’ vowel insertions occur mainly within consonant clusters, or often after the final consonant in a word if the consonant is palatalized.

The low number of V-syllables in Chinese syllabification data could be considered a function of a hiatus avoidance tendency active in the Chinese syllable inventory. Chinese speakers obviously avoid V-syllables in their Russian syllabifications, therefore they often either omit a vowel in hiatus: [pa-ɡratʃ] CV-CCVC (cf. CV-VC-CVC/CV-V-CCVC by Russians for пограть) or add a new vocalic segment to produce a diphthong: CV-CVCCVC (cf. CV-CV-V-CCVC/CV-CV-VC-CCVC by Russians for папуасский).

4. CONCLUSION

Data obtained from syllabification experiments with Chinese learners of Russian as L2 demonstrate that word and syllable phonotactic patterns of L1 play a considerable role in the planning and realisation of L2 speech both on the segmental level and on the level of word structure. We have demonstrated that L1 influences L2 speech not only on the segmental level, but on the level of word structure as well. The fundamental concept of rhythmical structure [25] seems to be unfamiliar to Chinese learners, therefore teachers of RSL should give special attention to the realisation of Russian rhythmical structures. Russian consonantal clusters are also of special difficulty for Chinese speakers, because the Chinese language has different phonotactic regulations. Our experiments thus support all three of our initial hypotheses and attest that structural discrepancies in the syllabic systems of languages may be one of the most fundamental causes of inter-language phonetic interference.
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